The automatic timer catches New York's Archie Messenger in a new world indoor record 2:29.38 in the M65 800 at the U.S. Nationals in Columbus, April 1. Trailing are Valden Sadus (2:38.93), Howard Strassenburg (2:51.56), Buzzy Hood (3:07.09), David Pain (3:17.34) and Richard Cavicchi (3:37.58).
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Bob Stone (M65), with a heave of 28.78 in the javelin at Sportarcade VI in Los Angeles, March 11.
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Yong Teruya (W50) shows excellent form after the Hawaiian Style 8K in Honolulu. Yong Teruya finished third in her division in 39:19.
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Lou Lodorico (32:42), first M65 at the Vintage 5 Mile Run in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania on May 13.
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Sally Strazdins (38:16), first W55 at the Vintage 5 Mile Run in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania on May 13.
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